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Abstract: Transportation facility or automotive service enterprise location is an interesting and 
important issue. To improve transportation efficient, lots of researchers have addressed traditional 
facility location allocation (FLA) problem, e.g., the FLA problem with the minimum transportation 
cost or the maximum obtained profit. This work aims to optimize obsolete vehicle location with the 
minimum transportation cost.  However, the return center location on obsolete vehicle is influenced 
by regional constraints. Thus, the regional constraint should be considered as factors influencing the 
FLA problem. To handle this issue via a more practical method, this work proposes an economic 
optimal model with region constraints for an automotive service enterprise. That is, by taking the 
vehicle return center as a typical automotive service enterprise and an example, this work presents its 
new economic optimal models considering region and non-region constraints. An artificial fish 
swarm algorithm is proposed to solve the proposed models. Some numerical examples are given to 
illustrate the proposed models and testify the effectiveness of the algorithm. 

Introduction 

Since facility location allocation (FLA) problems were initialized by Cooper [1] in 1963, there have 
been many advances in their solution methods, variants and applications, e.g., emergency service 
systems, telecommunication networks, public services, and transportation facilities. The early work 
mainly focused on FLA location problems, many different models have been formed [1-4], i.e., 
median models [5-6], center models [7-10], covering models [11-12], hub location models [13], and 
hierarchical location models [14-16]. Meanwhile, a large number of solution approaches for different 
models have been proposed, e.g., simulated annealing, Genetic Algorithm, and Tabu Search [17-25]. 

The location of an automotive service enterprise is one of the important applications of FLA. 
Some scholars have discussed the related issues under uncertainty. For example, by considering the 
uncertainty of the number of inspection vehicles, Tian et al. established a stochastic location model 
for vehicle inspection station to achieve the minimum transportation cost of vehicle inspection 
customers [26]. They proposed a hybrid algorithm integrating Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Neural 
networks (NN) to solve this vehicle inspection station model [27]. By considering the uncertainty of 
the number of inspection vehicles and road conditions under different districts of inspection 
customers, they proposed the expected value model for vehicle inspection station location problem 
with random inspection demand and different transportation cost [28]. Tian et al. established a 
cost-profit tradeoff model for a vehicle inspection station with stochastic inspection demand [29]. 
Ling et al. solved the car parking location problem to minimize the total transportation cost of 
customers based on an iterative algorithm [30]. Wang et al. analyzed the location and pricing of a 
park-and-ride facility under alternative profit maximization and social cost minimization objectives 
[31]. 

Based on the above overview, for automotive service enterprise location, the researchers mainly 
focus on the vehicle inspection station, but they pay little attention to the vehicle return center 
location issue. Thus, this work proposes the location problem for vehicle return center. Moreover, in 
the actual location process, some regions cannot build the service facility due to the influence of 
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government policy and natural factors, i.e., marshes, lakes, tourist areas, parks, residential areas and 
some special areas with the policy constraints. These regions should be considered when they are 
planned. To do so, by taking a return center as a typical automotive service enterprise and an example, 
this work proposes to establish economic optimal models of its location considering region and 
non-region constraints for the first time to the best knowledge of the authors. 

In Section II, the assumptions and parameters of proposed models are introduced. In Section III, 
models of location for a return center are established. Section IV introduces the algorithm to solve 
these models. In Section V, some numerical examples are presented to test the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm. Finally, Section VI concludes our work and describes some future research 
issues. 

Problem Statements 
In order to establish our models conveniently, the following assumptions and parameters are given in 
this work. 

A. Parameters 
(1) i —The index of obsolete vehicle demand region. 
(2) j —The index of need to establish a return center. 
(3) ),( ii ul —The coordinate of the location of the ith obsolete vehicle demand region.  
(4) ),( jj yx —The coordinate of the location of the jth a return center. Note that it is a decision 

variable in this work.   
(5) ijc —Per kilometer transport consumption from obsolete vehicle demand region i  to a return 

center j , with its unit being yuan.  
(6) ija —The number of vehicles from obsolete vehicle demand region i  to a return center j .  
B. Assumptions 
This work makes the following assumptions:  
(1) The distribution condition of obsolete vehicle demand region is not taken into consideration 

and the center of obsolete vehicle demand region is treated as the coordinate location of obsolete 
vehicle demand region . 

(2) The location of obsolete vehicle is generally counted by the regional statistics. 
(3) The cost per kilometer ijc  from obsolete vehicle demand region i  to a return center j  is 

constant. 
(4) The return center capability of a vehicle inspection station is ignored, namely return center is 

big enough to meet requirement of users. 

Economic Optimal Model Of The Location For A Return Center 
In the process of the location of the obsolete vehicle return center, if the target is different, the 
programming model is also different. This work takes the lowest total transportation cost of customer 
as the goal of the location, the following model can be constructed: 

min  C                                                                        (1) 
where C  is the total transport  cost of a return center customers and it is expressed as 

∑∑=
i j

ijijij dcaCmin . ija  is the number of vehicles from obsolete  vehicle demand region i  to a 

return center j , and ijd  is the distance between obsolete vehicle demand region i  and a return center 

j  and it is expressed as 22 )()( ijijij uylxd −+−= .  lx  and ux  are the lower and upper bounds of the 
coordinate x , respectively, ly and uy  are the lower and upper bounds of coordinate y . lx , ux , ly and 

uy  can be determined by the coordinate of obsolete  vehicle demand regions . 
But in the actual location of the process, the swamps, lakes, tourist areas, parks and residential 
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areas may be encountered. The above areas are unable to carry out the construction work of return 
center. thus, when it is planned, these areas should be excluded in advance. In order to solve the 
problem of return center selection in this type of region, it is necessary to introduce a planning model 
with region constraints. The return center location planning model with regional constraint is 
expressed as follows: 

∑∑=
i j

ijijij dcaCmin                                                         (2) 

Subject to: 
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where 0),( ≤yxh ， 0),( ≥yxg are regional constraint conditions. 

Solution Algorithm 
Artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) is an effective method to solve industrial optimization 
problems, e.g., wastewater management, clustered oversubscription planning and nuclear fuel cycle 
[32-34]. Thus, we propose to adopt artificial fish swarm algorithm to solve the established models. Its 
basic ideas are presented next. 

A. AFSA  
According to the swarm intelligence, AFSA is an artificial intelligent algorithm based upon the 

simulation of the collective behaviors of fish stocks. It simulates the behavior of an artificial fish (AF), 
and then constructs a swarm of AF. Every one of AF will search its own best of local, pass on 
information in its self-organized system and finally achieve the best of global. We should initialize 
the school of fish randomly. Let the searching space be D-dimensional and there are Fishnum fishes 
in the colony. The current state vector of an AF swarm is Z = (z1, z2, . . . , zm), where zi (i = 1, . . . , m) 
is the variable to be optimized. Visual is the visual distance. The AF occurs only in the inner radius of 
the circle to the length of the field of vision various acts. The foodconsistence of AF in the current 
position is represented by Y=F(Z), where Y  is the objective  function. The distance between the ith 
and the jth individual AF can be expressed as dij=||ZjZi||, i and j are random fishes. Step means the 
maximum step size of AF. ρ (0< ρ <1) is the degree of congestion factor. In the initial state of the 
algorithm, the iterative number of the variable should be defined as iterative times of AF searching for 
food. In addition, Maxgen is set as the limitation of iterative times in this work. Because the 
maximization problem and the minimization problem can be transformed with each other, we take the 
maximization problem as an example in the following analysis. 

1) Preying behavior  
This is a basic biological behavior that tends to the food. Let the current state of an AF be Zi, then 

we select a new state Zj randomly in its visual field. If the foodconsistence of Zj is bigger than that of 
Zi, it moves a step in that direction, otherwise, we select a state Zj  randomly again and judge whether 
it satisfies the forward condition. If it can not be satisfied after a preset Try_number times, it moves a 
step randomly. The step moving follows the following rule:  
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where rand () is a random number and ranges 0 from 1.  
2) Swarming behavior 
Let Zi be the current state of AF searching companion Zmax in the neighborhood with Ymax, if 

Ymax/nf> iYρ , it means the current position of companion Zmax has higher food consistence and it is not 
crowded. The AF will move a step towards companion Zmax; otherwise, continue searching behavior. 
The following behavior is mathematic description: 
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3) Following behavior 
Let Xi be the current state of AF and search its companion Zmax whose Ymax is the largest in the 

neighborhood, if Ymax/nf> iYρ , it means that the current position of companion Zmax has higher food 
consistence and it is not crowded. The AF would move a step towards companion Zmax, otherwise, the 
preying behavior would be executed. 

The following is mathematic description: 
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4) Bulletin 
Bulletin is used to record the optimal result of AF and the optimal value of the problem. Each AF 

updates its own state and compares it with that on the bulletin after making movements. If its current 
state of AF is better, then the value on the bulletin would be replaced. 

Based on the above presentation, AFSA has the following steps.  
Step 1) Initialize the parameters of artificial fish, i.e., Step and Visual, the maximum number of 

exploration Try_number, the maximum number of iterations Maxgen, and the number of fishes 
Fishnum. Note that the carbon emission constraints should be checked in this Step. 

Step 2) Set bulletin board to record the current status of each fish, and select the optimal value 
record. 

Step 3) Implement preying, swarming and following behaviors.  
Step 4) Update the optimal value on the bulletin board. 
Step 5) If the Maxgen is accomplished, the optimal result would be output, otherwise AFSA returns 

to Step 2.  
The above algorithm has been implemented in the MATLAB programming language (R2010b).  

Case Study 
Considering a location problem of the vehicle return center for Fushun in China, it will be applied to 
our proposed models. This city is divided into five obsolete vehicle regions, i.e., Development, 
Dongzhou, Wanghua, Xinfu and Shuncheng districts, as shown in Fig. 1. Their central coordinates of 
each district are listed in Table I. In addition, the central coordinate of this city is (41578784.96, 
4638592.97). In order to optimize the location problem conveniently, taking the center coordinate of 
this city as relative coordinate origin, and the coordinates of these five districts are transformed into 
the following numerical values, as shown in Table 1. In addition, return rate and the cost consumption 
per kilometer of each demand region are listed in Table 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Fushun city 
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Table 1 Typical parameters return center of established model 
Region No. Region Name l(m) u(m) a (vehicle) rate（%） c（yuan） 

1 Dongzhou 6818.23 -2988.68 2884 4 2 
2 Xinfu -3625.74 -2088.84 3556 4 2 
3 Wanghua -14319.44 -3175.23 1557 4 2 
4 Shuncheng -1109.74 285.12 5074 4 2 
5 Development -19553.93 -6822.91 2660 4 2 

 
The parameters of the AFSA are set next: the number of fish Fishnum  is 50, the visual distance 

Visual is 1, the Step is 0.1, the maximum number of generations Maxgen is 100, the degree of 
congestion factor ρ  is 0.618, and the number of exploration Try_number is 100. 

Example 1. A decision-maker hopes to build a return center with the minimum transport 
consumption of obsolete vehicle customers. This problem can be translated to solve the following 
model: 

min C                                                                         (7) 
Subject to: 





−∈
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x                                                            (8) 

After the algorithm is executed, the following results can be obtained: 
（x, y）=(-2661.18,-1049.46) 

C=8.74× 103. 
The results denote that the location coordinate of the return center is (-2661.18,-1049.46), the 

lowest total transportation cost of obsolete vehicle customers is 8.74× 103 Yuan.  
In addition, the plane distribution graph for the location of a vehicle return center is obtained and 

shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2. Plane distribution graph for the location of a return center 

Example 2. A decision-maker hopes to build a vehicle return center with the minimum 
transportation cost and ask to satisfy the region constraint, i.e., x2+y2 ≥1.2 710× . This problem can be 
translated to solve the following model with regional constraints: 

min C                                                                         (9) 
Subject to: 
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After the algorithm is executed, the following results can be obtained: 
(x,y)=(-2832.85,-2783.68) 

min C=9.04×103 
The results denote that the location coordinate of a return center is (-2832.85,-2783.68), and the 

lowest total transportation cost of customers  is  9.04×103 Yuan. 
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Also, when the AFSA is executed, the plane distribution graph for the location of a vehicle return 
center is obtained and shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig.3. The graph of obsolete vehicle return center 

From results and Figs. 2 to 3, we see that the optimal solutions meet given constraints and the 
location of vehicle return center is legitimately located. Additionally, it meets the requirement of 
region constraints if region any. The results denote that the proposed approach is feasible and 
effectively to solve the models of the location problem for a vehicle return center. 

Conclusions 
The location transportation facility or automotive service enterprise has a great impact on the 
execution of related works of economic benefits. This work aim to raise the utilization rate and 
economic benefits via optimizing the location of obsolete vehicle return center. To solve these 
problems, this paper proposes to establish economic optimal models of optimal location for an 
obsolete vehicle return center for the first time, i.e., economic optimal model without region 
constraint and economic optimal model with region constraint. In addition, an artificial fish swarm 
algorithm is proposed to solve the established models. The results reveal that it is feasible and 
effective when being used to solve the established models. The results can be used to guide decision 
makers in making better decisions when a vehicle return center is planned. 

There are some limitations with the proposed method. For example, for the special nature 
constraint, this work merely considers the condition of the round shape. However, the region 
constraint can more likely to be irregular shapes in reality and the matter that how to deal with this 
issue needs to be further discussed. In addition, the uncertainty analysis and control for locating an 
automotive service enterprise needs further discussion [35-40]. 
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